PER2111
Single Blade Razor has been designed to give
you a close,comfortable shave Unique design
-Single Blade Reg 10ct Bag

PERMEN5S
Comfort Touch® for Men is a disposable razor
with a rubber grip handle that gives you
a close, comfortable shave with superior control.
- Comfort Touch Plus Reg Men – 5’s
- Rubberized handle allows a better grip,
especially when wet
- Twin blades and lubricating strip provide shave
closeness and comfort
- Flow through design keeps the blades cleaner
for a smoother shave

PERV33192801
Comfort Touch® for Women is a disposable razor
with rubber a grip handle that gives you a close,
comfortable shave with superior control
- Comfort Touch Plus Reg Women – 3’s
- Rubberized handle allows a better grip,
especially when wet
control
- Twin blades and lubricating strip provide
shave closeness and comfort
- Flow through design keeps the blades
cleaner for a smoother shave

PER74300
Personna Comfort Touch Rubber Grip Twin
Blade Disposable Razor
- Twin Blade - 10 pack bag
- Twin-blade head for a comfortable, close shave
- Lubricating strip for closeness and comfort
- Long handle allows for a better grip and greater
control
- Flow-through design keeps the blades cleaner
for a smoother shave

PER09800
Personna Comfort Long Handle Disposable
Razors
- Twin Blade - 10 pack bag
- Twin-blade head for a comfortable, close shave
- Lubricating strip for closeness and comfort
- Flow-through design keeps the blades cleaner
for a smoother shave

PER1251
Speed 3 Women 4’s – Plastic Blister
- Speed 3 System gives an ultra-close shave while
the pivoting action adjusts to the contours of
your skin.
- Lubricating strip with Vitamin E and Aloe
reduces razor drag and irritation
- Ergonimic handle design for comfort and
control
- Rubber grips provide superior control even
when wet
- Available with rubber or all plastic handles

PER1252
Speed 3 Men 4’s – Plastic Blister
Speed 3 gives an ultra-close shave while the
pivoting action Lubricating strip, with Vitamin E
and Aloe, helps the razor glide over the skin
- Ergonomic handle design for comfort and
control
- Rubber grips provide superior control even
when wet
- Available with rubber or all plastic handles

PER1247
Speed 3® Disposable Razor - Sensitive Skin three
blades gives an ultra-close shave, and pivoting
action adjusts to the contours of your skin.
- Speed 3 Sensitive 4’s – Plastic BlisterSpeed
technology, adjusts to the contours of your
skin
- Micro Matrix® guard prepares hair for a closer
shave
- Lubricating strip with Vitamin E and Aloe
reduces razor drag and irritation.
- Ergonimic handle design with rubber grips
provide superior control even when wet.

PER30100
- 4-ct
- Triple Bladed Disposable Razors for Women
- Ideal for Sensitive Skin
- Comfort Coated blades for a close smooth shave
- Lubricating Strip with botanical oils

®

Caliber 5
Caliber 5® System is a premium 5 blade razor
with double coated blades that provides a close
and smooth shave.
- Ergonomically designed handle with rubber
provides for a better grip and less slip.
- Pivoting head, adjusts to the contours of your
skin
- Virtual Guard designed to ensure a safe shave
- Ceramic coated blades for less drag &
improved comfort.
& cartridge balance.
- Trimmer Blade for hard to shave areas...goatee,
sideburns, under nose, and back of neck

Caliber 5
Caliber 5® System is a premium 5 blade razor
with double coated blades that provides a close
and smooth shave.
- Ergonomically designed handle with rubber
provides for a better grip and less slip.
- Pivoting head, adjusts to the contours of your
skin
- Virtual Guard designed to ensure a safe shave
- Ceramic coated blades for less drag &
improved comfort.
& cartridge balance.
- Trimmer Blade for hard to shave areas...goatee,
sideburns, under nose, and back of neck
Halo™
Halo™
women's razor system with a surround cartridge
designed to glide over your skin.
- Comfort Coated® blades for a close smooth
shave
- Rounded Cartridge helps you shave your every
curve comfortably
- Moisture Halo® with botanical oils
-Freshpak® Dispenser & Shower Tray dispenser for
fresh blades and convenient shower storage

Halo™ Diposable
disposable razor with a surround cartridge
designed to glide over your skin.
- Comfort Coated® blades for a close smooth
shave
- Rounded Cartridge helps you shave your every
curve comfortably
- Moisture Halo® with botanical oils

®

PER1051
Personna Eyebrow Shaper. Forget about painful
plucking or other old-fashioned, costly ways to
shape eyebrows. Use Eyebrow Shaper to create
perfectly shaped eyebrows with its unique system
of wire-wrapped blades. Also great for grooming
excess hair from delicate areas of the body
including face, neck, arms and bikini area.
- Eyebrow Shaper in Plastic Blister 3’s
- Uniquely designed handle
- Exclusive "Skin Shield" wire-wrapped blades for
comfortable, smooth shaving

PER205 Card
Personna Razor Blades are platinum chrome
coated and provide a very smooth shave.
- Red Card with 20 pcks/5ct – D/Edge Razor
Blades

Refreshing Wipes 30x30
•
•
•
•

Infused with Vitamin E and Aloe
Multipurpose
Advanced moisture seal
Breezy scent

Refreshing Antibacterial Wipes
•
•
•

Infused with Vitamin E and Aloe
Cleans and sanitizes skin
Multipurpose

